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While everyone is interested in the Iowa Fair, as we should be for a few minutes,
let's see what is happening NOW that affects us around the country. Let's connect a
few dots.
Over the last few years I have been reporting on the real state of the earth's climate.
Why? Because the lies and miscalculations will affect us immeasurably. How, you
say?
Those of us who follow truth in science know that ALL agencies are LYING. They
even tell us they lie, and yet no policy changes! The promotion of these lies lines the
pockets of the latest Green industry, a new $1.4 Trillion industry based solely on
government regulations, not reality. Wall Street and the Government use the fear of
humans destroying the earth to destroy industries, providing cheap energy.
Why? Energy is Power.

Elites believe NO ONE can have Power
without Government Control.

Money, Power, Control...
are the motives, not saving the planet!
Those of us who follow John Casey, at

Space and Science Research Center

...know humans suffer as earthquakes, volcanoes and extreme weather events cause
the earth to cool. These NEW weather patterns create MASSIVE FOOD
SHORTAGES.
Once this plan (Agenda 21 / Obama's new climate plan) is complete, CHEAP
electricity goes bye-bye - and becomes a long-lost memory of the PAST.
Will Americans suffer from HIGH ENERGY PRICES during the eminent cold
(predicted by the Farmers Almanac)?

REFRIGERNATION: ‘Farmer’s Almanac’ predicts ‘super-cold’ winter

Americans will suffer blackouts, brownouts and limited electricity...just like
Europe!

Will Americans FREEZE?
UN Agenda 21/Sustainable Development is based on LIES, designed to hit the Guilt
Button. Making Americans feel Guilty...is the easiest way to pass horribly damaging
government regulations and controls, all WITHOUT A FIGHT or discussion from
the public. Truth and common sense are thrown out the window, once Guilt sets in.

So what can guiding Americans
down the wrong path accomplish?

One goal of Agenda 21 is DEPOPULATION.
This month, we learned that Putin just destroyed tons of food... while his people
STARVE!! Sound familiar?
A Country Haunted by Starvation Burns Its Food - The New Yorker

Look at Venezuela. Don't think it could happen here?
Mass starvation expected in Venezuela after socialist government nationalizes food
distribution system
Ecuador and Japan are suffering from volcanic action; while CA, NJ suffer from
earthquakes.

Ecuador Declares National State of Emergency as Volcano Erupts ...
Japan Volcano *Alert* Near Sendai Nuclear Power Plant Days After ...
Why is this NEWS not widely reported? Because if it WAS, the Greenies would
HAVE to admit they are WRONG!!
They would have to warn Americans to prepare for FOOD SHORTAGES.
Remember Mt. St. Helens? Remember the summer following the eruption?
The ash blanketed the area, blocking the sun. It was a COLD SUMMER. What did
the falling ash do to the CROPS?

What do you think happens...
TO FOOD SUPPLIES AROUND THE GLOBE...
if MULTIPLE VOLCANOES ERUPT...
ALL AT ONCE?

Once the SUN is blocked, what happens to CROPS?
Have you looked in stores lately?
How much of our food comes from
crops...OVERSEAS?
What happens when the crops FAIL?
How do people get FOOD?
What happens when the shelves are EMPTY?

People without work who are already angry...
GET HUNGRY and DESPERATE!!

This is a sure-fire recipe for riots.
Put this together with reports on Martial Law, JADE HELM, riots...and you can see
how easy it will be to manipulate the people into a FEMA camp for FOOD. If you
are starving, would you choose re-education?

Scratch Beneath The Surface: Jade Helm Forces Are Completely ...
The 25 Elements of Martial Law Under Jade Helm - The Common ...
The reports that are in about the economy shows the economic numbers are an utter
FRAUD. You can spin the unemployment numbers all you want, but once retail
sales hit bottom...Houston, we have a problem.

The Economy Will Not Recover Until Fraud Is Prosecuted
Retail Sales Collapse CONFIRMED; Doom for Macy’s, Sears, Kohls &
JC Penny; TOTAL RETAIL SALES COLLAPSE IN USA
Most Americans say they will NEVER fall victim to a new oppressive government.
They will never give up their Rights and Freedoms.
They will use their guns and DEFEND their families, their land, their rights.

Does this scenario remind you of the movie, RED
DAWN?
It SHOULD!

Remember: The characters kept having a problem with HUNGER?
and with COLD?
Or did you Forget?
You just can't eat Bullets.

When you add hunger to the equation,
along with all the other issues...
people will do almost anything to SURVIVE.
The seeds for America to dissolve into a union, governed by the United Nations have
been sown. The real questions is: Will you take the BAIT? or will you PREPARE?
Do you have FOOD? WATER? PROTECTION? An Emergency PLAN?
What will YOU do when the lights go out?
I want to thank Donald Trump for waking the Sleeping Giant, for giving the Silent
Majority its voice back again!
Trump is proving there are more of us, than of them. The confused media cannot
understand that there are more un-hyphenated Americans who just CARE about
America, and want to make sure their children have the same opportunities they
had.
Trump supporters are from all parties, all walks of life - who are disgusted with the
political elite...who think they have the right to steal our great country. Trump has
awakened American Pride in Americans. There are more Americans who want to
make America Great Again - than want to be ruled by the United Nations and
become Global Citizens.
Americans understand that once we close our border, control illegal and legal
immigration, strengthen our military for our national security, and strengthen our
economy, AMERICA WILL THRIVE.
Once Americans are working and are successful, the focus becomes on finding good
solutions for the other issues. Most realize that solving the economic problems
means stopping overspending, which eliminates most abusive government agencies,
as well as defunding criminal organizations. Let's get the main issues,
Immigration/Borders, Economy, National Security - done first.
Will you take a stand? Will you get involved? The people of Brazil had enough.

Corruption and a Weak Economy – Over 2 million in New Mega
Protests Across Brazil Against Rousseff

WHAT ABOUT YOU? Have you HAD ENOUGH??
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